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Abstract

In understanding economics and the organisation of economics, the questions are what constitute economics and the thinking behind economics today? In short what is the field of economics? And in what ways can we connect to and understand this field of study? Of course, the answer to this depends upon the perspective chosen, in which one sees and thinks of economics from a particular philosophical and even political position and perspective. If one takes the perspective on economics from a qualitative paradigm that draws upon the tradition from Kant, Husserl, Simmel, Mead, Schutz, Blumer (see references), then it can be stated that economics cannot only be understood as something that appears in nature. On the contrary, economics must be understood as “something” which results from human behaviour, interaction and groups in human activities and the thinking involved and embedded in those activities. Therefore in analyzing economics it is significant to note that economics belongs to and is being constructed by people due to their everyday lives. What appears as central in those statements, from a qualitative perspective, is that the essences of economics have to be discussed in relation to the mind and thinking related to an understanding of individual and group societal activities. Economics is to be understood as constructed and maintained through everyday human interactions and exchanges, whereby people are creating the meanings of situations with objectives of what are believed as important in the understanding of economics activities, actions and results. Those meanings and definitions of economics are being produced and exchanged in order to become a new comprehensive framework that influences, co-produces, limits and creates contradictions in everyday economic life. This additional qualitative focus \([1]\) outlines the importance of understanding how human cognitions produce meaning of objects, definitions, activities and actions which provides the framework for the field of economics. The epistemological perspective for this is that the objects are not only within themselves. No, instead the objects are as they presents themselves to people, and thereby the meanings we are constructing and attaching to them. The paper will therefore discuss some of the scientific complexities in three areas: mind and thinking; understanding economics as a social activity and construction, and the interplay between economic activities and economic theoretical work.
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1. Introduction—The Meaning and Making Sense of Economics

In many areas it makes sense that we have a general and overall view of what economic activities are on a national and global level, and what changes there are in this field over time. These views are descriptions of economics, constructed out from models that the disciplines within social sciences and science had agreed about; or just taken for granted, as useful. They describe economics in a certain way and with a focus in specific areas. In this agreement we have the matter of tradition, history and power that sets the stage and the logic for the conventional agreed-upon construction of science in that era or period of time. There can be a discussion of this tradition as a paradigm [1]-[3] governing the way that mainstream economic thinking is thought and implemented. However it is all based upon a certain set of ontological beliefs and connected epistemology.

There has been a development in economic thinking, but there is still a dominant way of thinking the current mainstream economic perspective. This particular perspective now in the 21st century started in the late 19th century by Milton Friedman [4]-[7], known later in his work as “supply-side economics”. There have been shifts in the attention, approach, language, meaning and even the object of this particular approach to economic study. Nonetheless, the creation of a Nobel Prize in Economics, helped to validate it as the dominant approach to economics with awards being made annually in this area, until recently in the last three to four years.

An interesting observation is that this development arises through people from non-economic fields discussing economics like sociology, psychology, anthropology, genetics, and medicine which often do not use evolutionary approaches, behavioral sciences and neuroscience neuroeconomics. The essences of the mainstream economic paradigm is that the thoughts are institutionalized and organised, and have position and power in society and its organizations as several scholars have correctly documented over the past half a century [8]-[11]. People are socialized into thinking in ways, through education and training in certain theories and methods.

Therefore this particular approach in economics to think and socialization is important in several ways in relation to understand economics as a field and how to provide its education. Even though economics has different perspectives, the mainstream conventional logic has a major impact in the theoretical thinking and its practical world.

Consider for example, the performance indicator or key performance indicator (KPI), which is widely used in both private companies and public institutions to measure performance in relation to goals and budgets. In relation to public institutions, this is a part of new public management (NPM) working with the same logic as mainstream economics. The logic is based upon what progress or growth can be measured in figures, statistics or percentages. Then there are correlations and causalities between variables brought into the economic model. Thinking, analyzing and concluding in this way mean that the same economic model is used to both explain the laws of society and used as the tools to control its development. Thus this is a discourse in economics and society [12] whereby rulings are made in both in thinking and acting.

Furthermore the fields of data and the rules in creating this (rule of the) game (and doxa) [13] are accepted by most people. This thinking and socialization can also be seen in an interesting number of cases from a worldwide student association: “the open letter” by international student initiative for pluralism in economics [14]: “It is not only the world economy that is in crisis. The teaching of economics is in crisis too, and this crisis has consequences far beyond the university walls. What is taught shapes the minds of the next generation of policymakers, and therefore shapes the societies we live in. We, 42 associations of economics students from 19 different countries, believe it is time to reconsider the way economics is taught. We are dissatisfied with the dramatic narrowing of the curriculum that has taken place over the last couple of decades. This lack of intellectual diversity does not only restrain education and research. It limits our ability to contend with the multidimensional challenges of the 21st century—from financial stability, to food security and climate change. The real world should be brought back into the classroom, as well as debate and a pluralism of theories and methods. This will help renew the discipline and ultimately create a space in which solutions to society’s problems can be generated. United across borders, we call for a change of course. We do not claim to have the perfect answer, but we
have no doubt that economics students will profit from exposure to different perspectives and ideas. Pluralism could not only help to fertilize teaching and research and reinvigorate the discipline. Rather, pluralism carries the promise to bring economics back into the service of society. Three forms of pluralism must be at the core of curricula: theoretical, methodological and interdisciplinary. Theoretical pluralism emphasizes the need to broaden the range of schools of thought represented in the curricula. It is not the particulars of any economic tradition we object to. Pluralism is not about choosing sides, but about encouraging intellectually rich debate and learning to critically contrast ideas. Where other disciplines embrace diversity and teach competing theories even when they are mutually incompatible, economics is often presented as a unified body of knowledge. Admittedly, the dominant tradition has internal variations. Yet, it is only one way of doing economics and of looking at the real world… An inclusive and comprehensive economics education should promote balanced exposure to a variety of theoretical perspectives, from the commonly taught neoclassically-based approaches to the largely excluded classical, post-Keynesian, institutional, ecological, feminist, Marxist and Austrian traditions—among others. Most economics students graduate without ever encountering such diverse perspectives in the classroom. Furthermore, it is essential that core curricula include courses that provide context and foster reflexive thinking about economics and its methods per se, including philosophy of economics and the theory of knowledge. Also, because theories cannot be fully understood independently of the historical context in which they were formulated, students should be systematically exposed to the history of economic thought and to the classical literature on economics as well as to economic history. Currently, such courses are either non-existent or marginalized to the fringes of economics curricula. Methodological pluralism stresses the need to broaden the range of tools economists employ to grapple with economic questions. It is clear that maths and statistics are crucial to our discipline. But all too often students learn to master quantitative methods without ever discussing if and why they should be used, the choice of assumptions and the applicability of results. Also, there are important aspects of economics which cannot be understood using exclusively quantitative methods: sound economic inquiry requires that quantitative methods are complemented by methods used by other social sciences. For instance, the understanding of institutions and culture could be greatly enhanced if qualitative analysis was given more attention in economics curricula. Nevertheless, most economics students never take a single class in qualitative methods. Finally, economics education should include interdisciplinary approaches and allow students to engage with other social sciences and the humanities. Economics is a social science; complex economic phenomena can seldom be understood if presented in a vacuum, removed from their sociological, political, and historical contexts. To properly discuss economic policy, students should understand the broader social impacts and moral implications of economic decisions…”

It is an interesting open letter by the students in economics, and it underlines what we are talking about. We have experiences in similar curricula models about both thinking economics and teaching economics. What could be gained from this perspective are the essences of “the real world” as lived everyday of life. “Theoretical pluralism” is a scientific reflection and analysis of different theories with the ontology and epistemology for the purpose of being wiser in economic thinking, and correcting the problem that something is missing in studying and understanding the world and its dramatic changes today.

The science of economics is in general, understood as mainstream theory, and based on the tradition of a nomothetic approach [1]. In this search for scientific general laws in economics, the thrust is in two dimensions: theories and the application of them on the one hand, and on data which are presented as numbers and formulas [1]. The tradition in most economic theoretical thinking is a belief in that we over time develop more and more knowledge of the laws of economic. That economic science in the future will develop better and better explanations on those laws and out from this will be better in predicting future events. This logic can be seen in Comte’s [15] formulation of positivism in the mid 19 century, the idea of science (uncover the laws) and what it should be and do (governing the society). If we look away from the conditions on which the data are reproductions of the theories, then that data are constructed on what the theories demand in relation to be applied to justify already held beliefs, policies and conditions. Such a theoretical model for data is constructed by the theories themselves [13] [16]. This tautology, of course, is a problem in itself as it merely comes to be the investigation of economic reality from its own definitions, and thereby will be a limitation of what economics otherwise could be.

Another problem that can be raised is on the ontology of economics (which is not specific for just economics, but is general in the social science) and the application of statistic method, which thereby assumes correlations and causalities, rather than stating, researching and validating as with any scientific process. Can social scien-
tists do their research in the same way as in science? This key argument is the reality of all scientific research, which has a mathematical or formulated structure with its logic. If not, can social scientists stick to a belief that statistics, as a pure method, can produce genuine knowledge and uncover the laws of structure? The problem here is that something precedes the method. However it is rarely discussed in mainstream economic, as it is the tradition for the research documents (doxa and the rule of the game) in the field [1] [13].

What seems to be the case in evaluation of this conventional kind of economics is if the research is done, then the mathematics is correct, not what it is counting. Scientists, however, would never state as proven facts that the hammer builds the house; or that it can tell us something meaningful about the house. Something must precede the hammer: the idea of the house must be seen as reflections on the situation; the bringing societal knowledge of the concept of the house into play; and the actual bringing the house to completion. In the same way, we cannot state that the house has a meaning in itself, or that the house has the same meaning to everyone. In short the meaning belongs to the subject. The house becoming a reality is not an event for the individual (in modern society). Instead, the house is a matter of integrating ideas, organizing, logistics, economics, laws and regulations, choices and decisions, involving different individuals bringing meaning in using every component over time. This means that they have to construct common meanings through interaction, involving interpretation of each other, negotiating and creating common sense of the situation. So even talking about a concrete and physical object as the house, we have to state that the house has different meanings to all the areas involved in its construction, and only interaction involving understanding of each other over time makes the house possible.

There is also a general view on economics in society that reality has been more complex, globalized, and hence time frames which are accelerating. So economics must be much more and something else than the idea of correlation and causalities. The answers must be in how to integrate complexity in economics, and how to understand it as social interaction with a discussion of the subject and thinking. So to solve those dilemmas we can go to another path, and look into how we think; how we think about economics; and what are the essences of economics from the angle of humanities (social sciences) and the sciences?

2. Mind and Thinking
A dimension in the discussion of complexity of economics is connected to the human being. The concept in thinking of economics is and must be related to an idea of what people are. Humans must be seen as mind and body. Humans act in the world and they think of the world [17]-[20]. With the body people move things and place themselves in the world. To act in the world means humans need to orientate themselves in their actions toward what they believe makes sense in their everyday lives, situations in order to take actions. This orientation in the world makes sense since it means that people need to reflect on how they think in everyday situations. Therefore humans must see in what ways the consciousness is constructed and works.

Therefore the idea of how consciousness is and how it is constructing meaning of perception is essential. Kant [18] was of the opinion that all cognition starts with the experience, and that knowledge was a synthesis of experiences and concepts: without sensing humans cannot be aware of any objects (the empirical cognition); without understanding their situations in order to form an opinion of the object (the a priori cognition). In other words, as Kant put it: “There can be no doubt that all our knowledge begins with experience. For how should our faculty of knowledge be awakened into action did not objects affecting our senses partly of themselves produce representations, partly arouse the activity of our understanding to compare these representations, and, by combining or separating them, work up the raw material of the sensible impressions into that knowledge of objects which is entitled experience? In the order of time, therefore, we have no knowledge antecedent to experience, and with experience all our knowledge begins.” ([18], p. 41)

In relation to this, the formulation of the concept of intentionality [19]-[21] is important since the consciousness is the defining property of the mind, that essential property without which the mind could not be. For that reason people can, at the first moment define intentionality as directedness. In saying, that in experiencing an act of consciousness, humans find themselves directed to something. For example, people are directed to the thing or situation perceived. Hence in remembering that they are directed to the event recalled, such as in loving or hating humans who are directed then to the person loved or hated, which continues the interactions [22] [23]. There is no act of thinking without an object that is thought. Hence that act is intentional. No human acts without the willing of something; no act of judgment without something being judge is intentional.

Intentionality, therefore involves an understanding of reality and the cognition of reality. As humans under-
stand it as the relation of people to reality, intentionality is human consciousness that creates the impressions of
the mind and not vice versa. Thus intentionality is the structure in consciousness which gives meaning to the
experience. In intentionality, a subject and an object are connected. The consciousness of humans is directed to
something else than itself, and this is why neither experiences nor acts and their goals can be separately analyzed.
This means that humans think of something, and hence are aware of it in a certain way. This makes humans an
active creator of the meaning of object, with intentionality being the processes though which the logic and reality
picture of the actor is created. Therefore, intentionality is not the same as intentions, but a dimension lying behind
in the consciousness. What is meant is that the very objects are shaped according to the way in which we
understand them—the objects do not exist in themselves, i.e. they do not exist with meaning in themselves. This
means that humans can in no way acquire knowledge about the objects as they are as such (in themselves).

In this discussion of mind and consciousness, it can be seen that consciousness and meaning are related to
sensemaking which researchers [24] [25] note as two different perspectives, but interconnected through the
meanings reflected in observable aspects. The first is how human beings make sense or rather percept the world;
and secondly how they make sense of their senses or perceptions. In the context of sensemaking, this means
something produced retrospectively [21] [24] after action and experience. Meaning or sense is in other words a
construction developed in order to understand experiences and actions already been happening. Making sense of
ones perceptions means connecting ones basic understandings and expectations towards the world one lives in
with ones perceptions.

Perception processes develop certain perception patterns being activated during the reunification with well-
known perception phenomenon. Such perception patterns accelerate future perception processes but they also
reducing the speed of and sometimes even challenging [26] the perception of new and previously unknown
phenomenon. During the perception of unknown phenomenon the perception process works as an abductive [27]
process combining both the development of and the test of hypothesis. In the case of a well-known phenomenon,
the perception process is driven by the perception pattern working as a selection process seeking, highlighting
and filtering out sensory data. Such perception processes are basically working as deductive processes, where
ones knowledge about the immediate object highlights some and leave other sensory data out of consideration.
Successful perception processes work as an implicit, and thereby inductive, conformation of the relevance of the
existing perception patterns. Such perception processes will therefore include both deductive and inductive
elements. This discussion of the circle movement in perception and understanding is central in Gadamer’s [28]
discussion of understanding and prejudice.

Prejudice is something inevitable and indispensable—it is part of the being of human. Prejudice is the specific
manifestation of the historical existence of humans, because history does not belong to them, but humans belong
to historical tradition. Long before humans understood themselves through retrospection, they understood them-
selves in a natural way in family and in society. This belonging to history means that prejudice, far more than
humankind’s own judgments, is the reality of their being. That is humans enter the world as children, and up-
bringing and socialization is just to have layer after layer of a prejudice lay on top of each other. Prejudices are
indispensable, because mutual understanding rests on prejudices humans also use in interaction: 1) in the situa-
tion, where they have common prejudices in respect of a problem or a phenomenon. These prejudices thus create
no problems, as humans can immediately understand another person or come to terms with them. 2) In the situa-
tion where we are confronted with something new and unfamiliar. When we wonder, we do this by virtue of our
prejudices. This is new to us, just because we have no prejudices against it. In this situation a process of under-
standing can thus be started, with the aim of understanding the new things. Prejudices are thus opening and con-
firming to understanding, i.e. the precondition of all knowledge and cognition is the preconceived and prelimi-
nary meaning of the question. Prejudices may be said to have a treble character of time: 1) they have come to
people from tradition and history (before); 2) they are constituent for what people are now and are about to be
(now); and 3) they are expectant, being open to future testing and change (future). The epistemologically funda-
damental question is thus not about how people get rid of prejudices, in order to find a safe foundation of cogni-
tion. But it is about how to distinguish fruitful prejudices from unfruitful.

People as an economic beings, should be understood as directed by their intentionality and perception. This
means, in many ways, that people are doomed to think in the way they think. Only in reflecting of thinking, can
people understand things in a new way. It also means that when people act in economic matters, they perceive
economic as an object related to the way they think of it. Hence the tradition and the prejudices of people are a
part of it.
3. Economics as a Social Activity—The Process of Meaning and Tradition

It makes no sense to state that people as individuals are constructing the world, or that people collectively are responding to the invisible hand. If this perspective is followed for humans and their thinking, the great challenge in relation to human cognition, perception and communication is to develop a framework for combining the individual perception with the interpersonal interaction and thus the exchange of meaning. Events, actions and objects make sense of by reference to an interpretive scheme or system of meaning [29]. In other words, people understand by reference to representations of reality mapped according to their communicative cartography [30]. This interpretive scheme is developed by combining human interpretations of their experiences combined with what they have (learned) from theories (theoretical or practical descriptions of reality). The ongoing creation of meaning is named semiosis [27] and is understood as a continual process whereby interconnected meaningful creations have affects and replace previous creations of meanings.

The emergence of the immediate object marks the end of the perception process and starts the creation of meaning. This is important since it also marks the transition from the private intrasubjective perception processes to possible intersubjective production and exchange of meanings traditionally named externalization [10]. The Externalization process is an intersubjective negotiation processes [26] where meanings of signs are (re)negotiated, (re)defined and then displaced. The meanings of signs are therefore never conclusively established but open for both ongoing and new negotiations. But even such intersubjective negotiation processes involve subjective perception processes and semiosis (the ongoing construction of meaning). The result of a perception process is a cognitive type which is “something” being connected with a certain meaning such as a nuclear content [26].

Facing an unknown perception phenomenon means that one has not jet created a cognitive type (or concept) for this “something” and therefore neither created a nuclear content for it. In such situations the cognitive processes will switch between the attempt to create a cognitive type and the attempt to create a connected nuclear content. When cognitive types and nuclear contents are created they will automatically affect future processes of perception and cognition. The creation of the cognitive types involves interaction with others. Such intersubjective interactions are cultural formation leading members of the same group to develop and internalize [10] common nuclear content for the cognitive types they individually perceive.

The main force is named successful references [26] and consists of members of the same group suddenly recognising that they share the same relation between their cognitive types, subjectively created, and their nuclear content. The cognitive type is founded on what we above named the immediate object. Cognitive types and nuclear contents can, at a higher level, establish a new expression connected with a new content here named molar content [26]. This means that cognitive types and nuclear content is connected to larger group people and that smaller groups of people might develop a higher level of knowledge reflected in their specialised molar content. The only presupposition for developing such molar content is a certain “language” and thereby specialist knowledge named the molar content.

In society and in research communities, humans therefore have groups of people both developing, exchanging and sharing meaning produced as a result of successful references at a commonsense level of cognitive types and nuclear content as well as developing, exchanging and sharing meaning produced at a higher knowledge level of molar content. Successful references are the results of the subject’s perception processes and semiosis developed as a consequence of interpersonal interaction.

Economics is thereby something happening in the mind of humans, and the movement of the body, where they are developing meaning together in relation to making sense of something. It is not only something taking place in the minds of people at varying positions within an organisation but also something taking place in the minds of members of other organisations as customers, universities, banks, unions, governments etc. All these different observers are obviously making different observations depending on their perspectives and positions but they still presuppose that they all been observing the same phenomenon. Members of organisations need space, time, opportunities, and physical contacts in order to execute coordinated acts and interactions maintaining and making sense of actions and activities. Such acts and interactions are corresponding to some kind of common rules [31], generalised other [32], typifications [33] or guidelines shared and internalised by members of the organisation.

Common guidelines for acts and interaction are basically maintaining the understanding of economic actions as both economic, and also as meaningful from an interpretation of them. Expressions as guidelines may indicate ([13], p. 195) that we are dealing with strict rules being far more explicit, conscious, and obeyed than they
It is quite obvious that the bike smith is somehow able to see or construct meaning in all the small pieces and by slowly, carefully and with a deep insight connecting small, and to us, meaningless pieces, bits or better: signs.

Developers too like to break down organisational entireties to spare parts or elements ([38], p. 78) in order to optimise the spare parts and thereby the organisation. Even if an organisation actually followed the presupposition of the systemic approach and consisted of elements or spare parts each of them would probably be more complex than the entirety they once belonged to. An organisational entirety or whole [39] is not apparent in its spare parts or elements.

A similar approach is seen in Weick’s [37] revolt against teleological thinking stating that, despite of some peoples tendencies of over-rationalization, intentions is not coming before action but something human beings start looking for after their action. In order to strengthen and develop this argument Weick uses the image of Garfinkel’s jurors ([24], p. 10) to describe how human beings create sense retrospectively by looking for clues confirming the meaning they already decided to look for. Put in another way Weick state, with reference to William James, that one’s assumptions ([24], p. 38) will affect one’s production of meaning. According Weick this means that self-fulfilling prophesies becomes an essential element in the production and exchange of meanings in organisations. This is what Gadamer [28] is discussing in understanding and prejudices.

Instead people should probably recall the fascination when the bike smith reconstructed the entirety of a bike by slowly, carefully and with a deep insight connecting small, and to us, meaningless pieces, bits or better: signs. It is quite obvious that the bike smith is somehow able to see or construct meaning in all the small pieces and
connect this meaning with his inner image of the bike. Further it is obvious that the bike smith’s perception processes might fit the previous description of the connection between perception and construction of meaning. But a model is missing for the creation of meaning following the perception processes.

Pragmatic thinkers have quite similar understandings of how humans produce meaning ([39], p. 100) ([27], p. 492 ff). But where Peirce has a good definition of a sign and its connection with the production of meaning, others ([39], p. 100) ([11], p. 12) ([35], p. 107) are better to include the social context being a presupposition for the human production of meaning. From the previous visit at the local bike smiths we know that there are at least 3 staff members and a manager at the workshop. Out of these 4 people one is engaged fulltime with managing the workshop and receiving customers while the second are engaged in preparing and fixing motorbikes and only one person is engaged in bicycles. It is quite obvious that the bike smith interact with the rest of the members of the organisation and therefore contribute to the developing, maintaining and changing the workshop but it is also quite obvious that the skills and competences is developed though interaction with others both during his apprenticeship and during his time as journeyman. The competences and skills of the bike smith is basically a result of his ability to produce a certain meaning though his interaction with things (e.g. spare parts etc.) in a certain context (the workshop). The production of meaning is a result of the experiences, skills and competences that have developed during both primary (childhood) and secondary socialization (e.g. apprenticeship). It is a result of a lot of different and interconnected processes e.g. the development of mankind, the raise of an educational system, the general technical development etc.

As mentioned previously, an organisational entirety is a generalisation, and is only possible as long as one is conducting selective perception. Instead of only imagining organisations [40] we could recall our fascination of how a bike smith once slowly, carefully and with deep insight reconstructs the entirety of young boy’s bikes. For the boy mentioned as well as for other customers the visit in the local workshop is connected with some kind of existing discursive practise and a discursive order. It is important to avoid reducing the discursive practise to the relation between the work being offered and the price being charged. No doubt that most people consider price and work as important issues but it is only a limited part of the discursive practise existing in a workshop.

One point is the financial and auditing process for public funds, which has now become a very significant issue in the USA. California is an excellent case as the voters in 1999 passed a resolution allowing local school districts to “tax” themselves and thus raise funds for their school buildings. Billions of dollars were raised but the issue was “how” the funds were spent. Several local school districts had cases where officials misrepresented the use of funds. They would provide incomplete and false information. In one, the former superintendent and facility manager were found to have misspent millions of funds resulting in fines to them and the companies that serviced them. The only way that this was uncovered was through a Citizens Oversight Committee who “asked questions” beyond the audited numbers, sought explanations and even did their own due diligence on reports and numbers. The use of interaction and qualitative data showed the depth of the problem so that fines were given and one company settled out of court for $6.5 million that was repaid to the school district. Now the key is to create educational programs for other school districts that get the basic areas of economics presented but also the boarder cross-disciplinary fields including law, contract, engineering and others [10].

The discursive practise constitutes the existing discursive practise and future discursive practises. The discursive order ([41], p. 23) consists of different types of texts or better: standardized ([34], p. 116) social actions ([35] involving e.g. customers, employees, employer etc. but also involve a social order or position ([11], p. 73) since everyone has the “…freedom to function in his own way, like the quarter-back, but, in one way or another he has [to some extend] to play the game…” ([39], p. 139). The social order is continually being produced, reproduced and changed during ongoing interactions. Since the social actions are standardized they both follow and reproduce the implicit guidance or ground we mentioned above. Ground is here basically just another way to describe how members of organisations develop a certain perception pattern enabling them to understand and act in correspondence with the common expectations [11] connected to the standardized actions existing in the organisation.

Humans experience an organisation in company with others whom they see and by whom they are seen, which creates an opportunity for “mutual self-recognition”. While people do not assume that others experience the organisations in the same ways that others do, they are open to the possibility that others may experiencing something similar and to the idea that people might mutually understand some of what each is experiencing ([42], p. 1637). It might be important to notice that customers, employee, employer etc. during everyday life manage to interact in different discursive practises at varying contexts. This means that the social order as well
as the discursive practise of the workshop is both influenced by and influence discursive practises taking place in other parts of society.

4. Interplay between Economic Activities and Theories

One of Husserl’s first comments was that (all) science was characterized by intentionality [19]. The crux here is that we cannot escape ourselves, and that our consciousness and way of thinking always are in play. The argument that the method is neutral holds not for long, since the research project must have to be formulated. Husserl’s (who had a mathematical background) conviction was that none of the so-called rigorous sciences, which use mathematical language with such efficiency, could lead towards an understanding of our experiences of the world: a world of the existence of which they uncritically presupposed, and which they pretend to measure by yardsticks and pointers on the scale of their instruments.

All empirical sciences refer to the world as pre-given; but science that their instruments are themselves elements of this world [33]. This means that the reflection on own thinking and paradigmatic taken for granted must be in play, in attempting to grasp economics as a social and individual phenomenon. The tradition creates restrictions and limitations, but also possibilities. The question here is to be aware about both and this means that we in research have to think in understanding of the field of economic, and in the same time of our own self-understanding.

Some economists are beginning to see these links. For example, Dr. Michael Spence has created in his work over 30 years prior as to being a co-winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2001—a “signaling model” which is part of “contract theory” and rooted in Dr. Kenneth Arrow (an earlier co-winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics, 1972) work in the 1960s based on neo-classical economics. While Spence and others who studied with Arrow away from the classical Adam Smith model through looking at other disciplines, the results remain the same. Spence focuses upon how potential employees send a signal about their ability levels due to them acquiring certain educational credentials. The results and conclusions from this quantitative data are very questionable and certainly not complete.

The issue is that there is a need to provide in-depth information than can only be acquired through qualitative methods. To use quantitative information alone in combination with other fields, such as law, makes it even more questionable as to what the demands are for certain interpretations of numbers to meet the needs of law and also public policy which are related to that. Spence (2014) gave a talk at the Stanford University School of Business [43] in China that did just that by explaining the GDP in China was lower (7%) than it has been over the last decade (10% - 11%) due to the need for “the world’s biggest developing country’s shift to a more stable and sustainable pace of development”. On one level that is correct, but on most others it is wrong: there needs to be a definition of what is “sustainable economic growth” in China today [44]. It is not just growth, but based on what kind of economic and environmental basis. That is not defined and hence leads to policy questions that need to be addressed. The lack of data on the interaction between the people and their government is not documented, researched and analyzed.

The major problem that has to be solved is the distance to the field of economics. Scholars cannot, as discussed, trust strictly on the methods. They must be involved in the field and getting closer. This could be done in several ways: cases, qualitative interviews, storytelling, participant observations, action research, text analyses of document, etc. The matter here is to actually take the issue of validity seriously, and bring back the interpretations and descriptions of the field back to the field. In this way scholars need to insure that their work will be measured by something else then the tradition itself, namely the people involved in and creating the science of economic.

Wittgenstein ([45], p. 107) says, that the border of my language means the border of my world. The matter here is the openness for, and consciousness of, other languages than the one I have. It is not only a problem of distance in space, my language creates both a certain perspective on things and at the same time, it creates a distance in relation to seeing and understanding something else. If essence of economics is to understand the lived experiences by economic actors and the field, we need to reflect, not only in the thinking of the logic we depart from, but also in the language we are using.
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